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JazzChord, Mar/Apr 1994 

__________________________________________________________ 

lease note the letter from Kevin Jones which we publish in the ‘Letters to the 

Editor’ section. In the Jan/Feb 1994, edition of JazzChord no writer was 

named in Gail Brennan’s piece ‘1993: The Year In Review’, nor in my column 

DisChords. A number of people in the jazz world who read both pieces told me they 

had no idea who the writer (or writers) might have been; the debate could have gone 

on without readers knowing which writer was being referred to. Personally I am 

more interested in issues than in personalities. Still, Kevin Jones, who writes on jazz 

for The Australian, has chosen to identify himself, so the discussion can now take 

place with him in mind. It appears to me that Gail Brennan has answered the major 

points in Kevin’s letter. Let me confirm here that there was no collusion between 

myself and Gail Brennan regarding raising these matters in the last edition of 

JazzChord. 

 

Gail Brennan (aka John Clare): he has answered the major points in Kevin Jones’s letter…. 
PHOTO CREDIT JAMES ALCOCK 
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*One of the saddest things to have dawned on me since I re-launched this newsletter 

at the beginning of 1993 is how some people, these days, dislike debate. As far as I 

can remember, no-one has ever been attacked on a personal basis in JazzChord. But, 

I have been surprised at the recent reactions of some, who seem to feel that raising 

questions amounts to an attack. Noting that contemporary classical ensembles are 

apparently funded more generously than jazz ensembles, is perceived, not as a value-

free comment, but as an attack on contemporary classical music. If I point out, in a 

future edition of JazzChord, that governments have supported the establishment of 

an aboriginal cultural centre, and we think similar support should be shown for a jazz 

performance centre, will this be perceived as an attack on aboriginal culture?  Are 

people so insecure these days? Are we no longer living in a society where lively 

debate is welcome? Or, did I imagine that, in the past, such a society existed? I feel 

that we could be living in an increasingly Stalinist world, where open debate is 

devalued; where decisions which affect people’s livelihoods can be taken behind 

closed doors, by people who do not wish to be accountable; where those who dare to 

ask questions are denigrated. Still, the committee of the Jazz Co-ordination 

Association has recently confirmed that it believes it perfectly proper, from time to 

time, to ask people who exert power and influence over jazz musicians and 

organisations, to account for their actions or policies - as long as criticism is not 

personal, and is put in a gentlemanly and objective fashion. After all, doesn’t 

responsibility go with power? 

 

Editor of The Australian David Armstrong: he conceded the major thrust of Bruce 

Johnson’s letter regarding coverage of jazz in the newspaper... 

* It is perhaps appropriate here, to point out that Kevin Jones’s appointment as The 

Australian’s jazz writer probably owes a great deal to the lobbying activities of the 

Jazz Co-ordination Association. Because The Australian had not had a permanent 
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jazz writer since 1987, the Jazz Co-ordination Association decided to take up the 

matter in 1990. On July 12, over the signature of our President Bruce Johnson, a 

letter went to the then editor of The Australian, David Armstrong, suggesting that 

the newspaper “seek the services of a qualified, knowledgeable jazz writer at the 

earliest opportunity.” Mr Armstrong responded in a letter dated July 20, 1990. 1 

wouldn’t say that it was a gracious response, as Mr Armstrong seemed irked by 

Bruce’s suggestion that  The Australian could not truly be a quality newspaper unless 

it covered the art form of jazz adequately. Still, Mr Armstrong conceded the major 

thrust of Bruce’s letter. “As it happens”, wrote Mr Armstrong, “I agree that The 

Australian should enhance its coverage of popular music, including jazz, and this will 

be done.” Bruce Johnson wrote back on September 18, 1990: “...we wish to express 

our appreciation of your magnanimity in seeing beyond your own vexation to [a 

larger objective]. We thank you for your assurance that the coverage of jazz will be 

enhanced, and we look forward to seeing the implementation of this undertaking, 

with that coverage conducted by a recognised jazz authority.” Kevin Jones’s first 

piece, ‘Everyone’s a winner when O’Day dawns anew’, a review of CDs by Anita 

O’Day, George Benson & the Big Boss Band, and Harry Connick Jr, appeared 

subsequently on November 30, 1990. So, Kevin, your being propelled from 

journalistic obscurity to pre-eminence as a national jazz critic probably owes a great 

deal to the lobbying activities of the Jazz Co-ordination Association. As a gesture of 

gratitude, perhaps you could support the activities of this Association by becoming a 

member. 

* The Australian filmmaker Don Featherstone had four films in his latest Creative 

Spirits series, which began screening on ABC-TV on March 31, 1994. The subjects 

this time were the writers Peter Corris and Dorothy Hewitt, the performer & writer 

Robyn Archer, and the artist Tim Storrier. All these people are no doubt splendid 

subjects for such arts documentaries, but I’d be delighted if Don could find another 

jazz subject. His film on James Morrison in the first Creative Spirits series was an  

 

Don Featherstone’s film on James Morrison (above) was an excellent one… 
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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excellent one. But, Don, why not turn your considerable talents to making a 

documentary on another colourful jazz personality? For example, Ade Monsbourgh, 

Phil Treloar, Brian Brown, Paul Grabowsky, John Pochée, Roger Frampton, Judy 

Bailey, Bernie McGann, Vince Jones... There are others, of course, who would 

provide fascinating material for film. There are already good films in existence on 

Graeme Bell, Don Burrows and John Sangster, so perhaps they need not be 

considered. Also I understand that SBS is sitting on a film featuring Mike Nock done 

by New Zealand television, which may turn up in the SBS Masterpiece series. Let’s 

hope that it is screened soon. 

 

SBS is sitting on a film featuring Mike Nock (above) done by New Zealand 

television… PHOTO CREDIT GORDON UNDY 

* Bouquets to the Jazz Action Society of NSW for its 20 years of supporting 

Australian jazz. The celebratory concert at The Basement on April 12, 1994, was a 

very enjoyable night, featuring the sort of mainstream/modern jazz that has usually 

characterised the JAS concerts (one a month for many years). I’m afraid I heard only 

the last number of the (enlarged) ensemble led by Judy Bailey, but was able to hear 

the Don Burrows Quartet, and the all-star group featuring the singer Marie Wilson, 

and pianist Kenny Powell. Some beautiful music was played, and I was reminded, as 

I circulated during the evening, shaking the odd hand, that the people who make up 

this section of the jazz community are really a very nice bunch of friendly people - 

from all walks of life, but who are united principally by a love of jazz, and the desire 

to work for it. Congratulations to the JAS, and keep up the good work, folks! 
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Marie Wilson: singing with an all-star group including the pianist Kenny Powell.. 
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

* We’ve been treated to some excellent American jazz recently. The visit by the 

Wynton Marsalis group was a tonic. Wynton garners a lot of criticism because of 

his dismissal of the jazz avant-garde. Also, his current tendency to locate himself 

away from the forefront of the evolution of the music, and re-examine the jazz 

tradition, has irked those who believe that jazz should always be forward-moving, 

and searching for something new. Be this as it may, the concert by Wynton Marsalis 

and his group at the Sydney Opera House early in March, 1994 was a very beautiful 

one. Wynton’s current music is best described as ‘Ellingtonian’; it has the timeless 

quality that Ellington’s music seemed to have, dipping into the tradition here and 

there, but also sounding very modern elsewhere. This was particularly the case with 

material from his latest CD In This House, On This Morning. Also, the alto player 

Wess Anderson played one or two solos that were, to my ear, entirely ‘outside’, ie in a 

different key to the harmonic changes. One of the most interesting aspects of the 

concert was Wynton’s tendency to point the trumpet away from the microphones, 

and towards different areas of the hall, giving the audience a good dose of the 

acoustic sound of the open trumpet.  I imagine this stems from his experience as a 

classical player in the concert hall. In jazz, with a soft rhythm section, as Wynton’s 

was, this is perfectly possible. The pace of the programming accounted for much of 
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the concert’s appeal; the audience was given time to breathe and relax; and the 

encores were made up of a series of great standard ballads by the various musicians: 

In A Sentimental Mood, and others. 

 

The Wynton Marsalis album In This House On This Morning(above)… Alto 

saxophonist Wess Anderson (pictured below) played one or two ‘outside’ solos… 
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

 

 

* Alwyn and Laurie Lewis, Australian correspondents for New York’s Cadence 

Magazine, have provided JazzChord with a transcript of Wynton Marsalis’s press 

conference at the Sydney Opera House on March 2, 1994. It’s a fascinating 

document, with Wynton in full flight, and often making a lot of sense. I don’t find 

Wynton Marsalis particularly arrogant, but he has strong views which need to be 

taken into account. I only wish JazzChord had the space to reproduce this press 
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conference in full. Perhaps we’ll have excerpts in future editions. I’m sure they would 

stimulate debate. 

 

Laurie Lewis (left) and his wife Alwyn, Australian correspondents for New York’s 

Cadence Magazine. They provided JazzChord with a transcript of Wynton 

Marsalis’s press conference at the Sydney Opera House on March 2, 1994... 
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

* I hope you didn’t miss performances by the Mulgrew Miller Trio with 

saxophonist Dale Barlow recently. I caught two sets at The Basement on March 31, 

1994. The trio also included Richie Goods (bass) and Tony Reedus (drums). We so 

seldom hear working American rhythm sections that it is easy to forget how softly 

many of them play (compared to our local rhythm sections). Mulgrew’s trio began in  

 

US pianist Mulgrew Miller, pictured here in 1999 not with Richie Goods, but with 

the Danish bassist Niels Henning Orsted Pedersen… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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Dale Barlow: with an American rhythm section, he never sounds more 

mellifluous… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

a relaxed fashion, with such majestic understatement, that you weren’t aware of the 

quiet energy that was being built up. By about the third number, you realised they 

were steaming. Dale Barlow played beautifully, absolutely in his element, full of 

knowledge of the tradition, ie the acoustic jazz tradition - what is, to my ears at any 

rate, the real classical music of African Americans. The subtle interplay between the 

four musicians, once they were into the groove, was indescribable. Of course, if you 

were standing at the bar, and weren’t right into the music, you might have concluded 

that the John Pizzarelli Trio, which also performed, was the superior group. But its 

brilliance was only on the surface. I felt that the ambience created by Dale and the 

Mulgrew Miller group was reminiscent of the set Dale played with the Cedar Walton 

Quartet at the Village Vanguard in 1988, after one of the New York performances of 

the Australian Jazz Orchestra. Playing with local groups in Australia, Dale can often 

sound as if he’s on automatic pilot but, with an American – dare I say a black 

American? - rhythm section, he never sounds more mellifluous. One can’t write 

about it; you have to hear it to know what I mean. 


